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JULY: PLASTIC FREE MONTH 

The UK generates 5 million tonnes of plastic waste. Less than 50% 

is recycled and sent to landfill. It’s estimated that each UK 

household throws away approximately 3000 pieces of plastic every 

year. 

ACTION: Count how many pieces of single use plastic you put in            

                             the general bin in a week, multiply by 52 and work out your annual   

                             total. What do you think, 3000 pieces , less, or more? 

 

Plastic Free July is a global movement to encourage us all to 

become part of the solution to plastic pollution. Plastic particles 

have been found in oceans, on Mount Everest, in our rivers and 

soil and more worryingly, in our bodies!! 

ACTION: Choose to refuse one item of single use plastic from 

now on. This will make a difference. Maybe cling film, plastic water                

                             or milk bottles, vegetables wrapped in plastic or take away coffee  

                             cups. 

 



Repair Café News 
The Porlock Vale Repair Café set up in Wootton Courtenay Village 

Hall on July 2nd and what a really successful and extremely busy event 

that was. Many thanks to all who paid us a visit.  

Items repaired or sharpened 28 

Items taken away for repair by volunteers 17 

Items unable to repair 10 

Items returned after off-site repair by volunteers last month   3 

Total weight to date of items repaired and not going to landfill   120 kg 

Donations + café profit (Pays for village hall fees and insurance) £ 215.00 

NEXT REPAIR CAFES 

Porlock Village Hall:         July 30th           10am - 12pm 

Allerford Village Hall:   August 27th           10am – 12pm 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

Save Our Insects: Citizen Science 

Insects are fundamental to our food production and the health of 

the environment. As insects are in steep decline,  

conservationists working to build a detailed picture of the problem 

have enlisted the help of the general public. We’ve been asked 

to carry out some survey work, counting insect splats on cars. 

You can do this. 

             ACTION 1: SAVE OUR INSECTS: WHAT CAN WE DO?         

                                                                                                         

1) Download the Bugs Matter app and create an  

     account. 

(Go to the Bugs Matter website) 

                                                                                                            
                                           Photograph showing the   
                                           splatometer positioned over a  
                                           number  plate 

2) Your splatometer will then be posted to you. 
3) Record bugs splatted on your number plate  
    at the end of journeys from June 1st – August  
    31st. 
4) Clean the number plate before making a   
    journey. 
5) When you arrive at your destination,  using  
    your splatometer, count the bugs squashed  
    on the number plate. 

 6) Send a photo and details to the app.  
    The app includes a tutorial and some safety  
    advice. 

 



Insects are crucial to the environment, pollinating most of the world’s crops, 

performing natural pest control and returning nutrients to the soil. Somerset, Kent , 

Essex and Gwent Wildlife Trusts have evidence that the number of flying insects in 

the UK is falling sharply, a trend conservationists describe as terrifying. In Kent, a 

Citizens Science survey found that the number of insects had fallen by more than 

70% in 17 years! 

Many of us will remember, in the past, having to clean the windscreen of our cars 

before making a journey. Petrol station forecourts used to have buckets and sponges 

available for customers to use to clean their windscreens. However, this seems to be 

happening less and less. 

Michael Johnston, a Trustee of the charity Bug Life stated that insects are facing a 

perfect storm, they’re losing habitat, they’re suffering from global warming and from 

the most powerful insecticides ever seen on the planet. The issue is really pressing. 

         

ACTION 2: Kent Wildlife Trust has provided advice about how we  
                   can help increase the number of insects in our gardens: 

Leave an area   of 

garden to grow 

wild and set seed 

 

This will provide 

food and habitat for 

insects. 

Have a patch of 

nettles in your 

garden 

 

Nettles are an 

important food 

source for butterflies 

and red admiral, 

peacock, comma and 

small tortoiseshell 

butterflies all lay their 

eggs on nettles. 

   Have a pond 

 

Ponds attract 

dragonflies, may 

flies and water 

striders 

   Have a log pile 

 

This provides a great 

place for lots of 

insects to hibernate 

and provides a food 

source for insects 

that feed specifically 

on dead wood 

 



***************TOP TIP*************** 

Replace bubble wrap with honeycomb paper packaging – so much better for the 

planet. 

           

The Honeycomb structure will interlock itself, no need for Selotape and saves on 
packing time. 
Suppliers can be found with an online search. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

Developments 
 

Carlsberg has developed a new wood and plant based fibre bottle 

that the company says protects the taste and fizziness of the lager 

just as well as glass and also insulates the drink, keeping it cooler 

for longer. The bio-based fibre bottle is fully recyclable. It’s 

currently undergoing an 8000 bottle pilot. 

 

Gloucester based wine retailer When in Rome has 

launched 3 Italian wines in recycled paper bottles on 

Ocado in May. They boast a carbon footprint they say is 

84% less than glass. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

A Dutch sustainable agriculture firm called One Farm 

has sealed a deal to create the UK’s largest vertical 

farm in a disused Suffolk warehouse. Food will be 

grown in tiers up to 12 metres high and banks of LEDs 

will provide light for the crops. The company’s CEO, 

Mira Merme, said innovation and investment in food 

production technology was vital to improve food                

security in the UK and combat over-reliance on imports. 


